Variability of adenovirus receptor density influences gene transfer efficiency and therapeutic response in head and neck cancer.
Despite encouraging preclinical studies in many tumor types including head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), initial clinical trials with adenovirus-mediated gene therapy have been disappointing. Although the adenovirus is a "highly efficient vector," it is still limited by the extent of effective in vivo transduction. In our studies with multiple human HNSCC cell lines, we have noted a variation in both in vitro and in vivo responses to the same recombinant adenovirus therapeutic construct. We hypothesize that adenovirus receptor density among tumor cell populations, even of the same histology, greatly influences transduction efficiency and therapeutic results of a variety of adenovirus-based gene therapy strategies. To investigate this hypothesis, the numbers of adenovirus receptors on three well-characterized HNSCC cell lines were determined. Marker and cytokine gene transfer efficiencies as well as therapeutic outcomes after adenovirus-mediated tumor suppressor gene and suicide gene therapies were evaluated and correlated with receptor status. A 5-fold variation in adenovirus receptor density was identified among the HNSCC cell lines (P < 0.002, t test). This variation directly correlated with adenovirus type 5 (Ad5)-mediated green fluorescent protein marker gene and Ad5-interleukin 2 cytokine gene transfer efficiency and resulting protein expression in each individual cell line. The receptor density also directly correlated with therapeutic response after Ad5-thymidine kinase or Ad5-p16 gene transfer in each HNSCC line. The role of the adenovirus receptor in gene transfer efficiency was further supported by recombinant Ad5 fiber knob blocking experiments. The marker gene transfer was increasingly blocked by the same concentration of Ad5 recombinant fiber knob in relation to decreasing levels of adenovirus receptor in the HNSCC lines. An Ad5 recombinant construct that carries the shared coxsackie and adenovirus receptor (CAR) was created and used to up-regulate receptors on each cell line. Ad5-CAR infection significantly increased Ad5-beta-Gal gene transfer efficiency and expression (P = 0.0003, Mann-Whitney test). This increased marker gene expression remained consistent with the established pattern of gene transfer efficiency among the HNSCC cell lines. These data confirm the importance of the adenovirus receptor on individual tumor cell lines with respect to investigating novel adenovirus-mediated gene therapy strategies. This work further supports consideration of assaying adenovirus receptor status, even in tumors of the same histology from patients enrolled in gene therapy clinical trials. Adenovirus receptor status may prove valuable for selecting or stratifying patients as well as assessing outcomes among patients within adenovirus-based cancer gene therapy trials.